GGIS HOLDS UP 2 DAYS
CBSE MASTER TRAINERS TRAINING PROGRAMME
ON CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
Jabalpur. 11 Nov. 2016
The second day of training programme started with the warm welcome of Resource
Persons and other distinguished guest which was done by the Resource Person & Venue
Director Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel, Principal GGIS.
The team of great scholars, learned, trainers of CBSE were the dignitaries who graced
the second day of the workshop Mrs. Arunima Mazumdar, Assistant Director CBSE, Dr. J
K Singh, Resource Person, Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel, Resource Person & Venue
Director along with 60 Principal, Vice-Principals, Coordinators, Teachers fortified the
culmination function.
The second day of the training programme, session started with the discussion on
classroom system and the model of effective classroom was presented in form of demo.
Participants were asked to display the role play of the classroom demo in which all kinds
of students such as lenient, normal and notorious were highlighted and problems that a
teacher faces to tackle with these types of students were soughted out.
Through this activity teachers were benefited as all their queries related to the
classroom and student’s management were made crystal clear. The session also
showcased the real happenings and situation that a teacher faces of teenagers. The
activity was made interesting and fruitful one as it not only cleared the doubts but also
guided the mentors and teachers how to deal and handle the situation in a more tactful
manner.
The second day session was totally dedicated to the conduct of effective classroom
environment as all the activities, PPT Presentation and handouts were related to the
same. The PPT presentation made the session more effective and furnished the
solutions the classroom problems more efficiently. Teachers coordinators shared their
personal experience and put forth the difficulties that one faces with the students in the
class. Among these difficulties which were furnished by the participants – some were
normal and regular ones but other were unique and irregular in nature. Resource

Persons shorted out the problems and satisfied the participants by answering all their
queries and myths. The end of the workshop was summed up by felicitating of resource
persons and guests with mementoes as a token of love and mark of remembrance.
Participants from across the country felt the training programme worthwhile and fruitful
one after attending it and same they expressed in the feedback forms.
In the end Venue Director Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel expressed his gratitude to each and
every person who became the part of this workshop. He also expressed his special
thanks to the team of GGIS and its management for organizing the training programme
successfully.

